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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to improved shock-absorbing devices and systems and/or components using such shock-absorbing devices. The term "device" shall be construed in its widest meaning and encompasses finite and stand-alone devices/shock-absorbing systems as well as parts or sub-assemblies incorporated in bigger or more complex systems.

[0002] Improved shock-absorbing devices are required in a variety of applications, the improvements concerning the ability to withstand a plurality of hits from external sources, i.e. durability, as well as a more efficient energy dissipation mechanism, i.e. enhanced protection.

[0003] The fields of application of shock absorbers are very different and range from mechanical subassemblies, such as bumpers for the automotive industries (cars, trucks) and train platforms bumpers, to components intended to be incorporated into textile fabrics for safety garments or cloths such as motorbike jackets. Even though according to the specific application or field of use either durability or enhanced protection may provide a predominant advantage, the improved shock-absorbing device according to the present invention features both high durability and enhanced protection.

[0004] In the field of closure systems both these features are concurrently relevant, e.g. for the application in stop buffers for doors, windows and gates.

[0005] Document DE 10 2012 204 059 B3, which is considered as the closest prior art, discloses a shock absorbing structure with slender metallic structures.

[0006] Another remarkable aspect of the present invention is that its structural features may be easily adapted to systems and components having a very different size, whereby the shock-absorbing device may be easily integrated into the final systems/components for the different applications.

[0007] In a first aspect thereof the invention relates to a shock-absorbing device comprising a first holding element, a plurality of slender metallic structures having a slenderness ratio equal to or higher than 10, wherein the slender metallic structures are respectively fixed at a first end thereof to said first holding element, characterized in that:

- the slender metallic structures are respectively fixed at a different points of said first holding element;
- the mutual distance between the slender metallic structures of at least one pair of slender metallic structures is equal to or lower than 0.75 times their length L, i.e. 0.75*L, said distance being measured with respect to their first ends;
- at least 90% of the planes perpendicular to adjacent slender elements are mutually parallel or form an angle lower than 20°.
- the slender metallic structures are flat laminar or sheet elements and/or straight filiform or wire elements,
- the slender metallic structures are arranged so as to absorb energy of impacts acting in a direction perpendicular to planes that are in turn perpendicular to the slender structures.

[0008] The invention will be further illustrated with reference to the following figures wherein:

- Figures 1A and 1B respectively schematically show a top view and a front view of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention comprising laminar or sheet slender elements,
- Figures 2A and 2B respectively schematically show a top view and a front view of an alternative embodiment of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention comprising laminar slender elements,
- Figures 3A-3C respectively schematically show a top view and alternative front views of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention comprising filiform slender elements,
- Figures 4A-4A and 5 show an alternative embodiment of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention comprising filiform slender elements,
- Figure 6 is a cross-sectional view schematically showing an alternative embodiment of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention having a spherical geometry,
- Figure 7 is partially broken view schematically showing a portion of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention,
- Figure 8 is a picture of a shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention,
- Figure 9 is a picture of a shock-absorbing made according to the prior art,
- Figure 10 is chart showing a comparison between the performances of one of the devices shown in Figure 9 and the device of figure 10,
- Figure 11 is an exemplary operational scheme of a system comprising a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention.

[0009] In order to make the figures easier to understand, dimensions and dimensional ratios of the elements have in
some cases been altered, with particular and nonexclusive reference to the height and width of the slender metallic structures.

[0010] The slender metallic structures apt to be used in the shock-absorbing device according to the present invention have a slenderness ratio, i.e. the ratio between their length L and the smaller transverse dimension w, equal to or higher than 10. As shown in the drawings, the slender metallic structures of the invention are flat laminar or sheets elements and/or straight filiform or wire elements. The embodiments of the invention shown in figures 1-8 comprise either flat laminar or sheet elements, or straight filiform or wire elements, as it will be discussed in detail in the following. The shock absorbing devices of the invention may also comprise combinations of flat laminar or sheet elements and straight filiform or wire elements.

[0011] For the sake of clarity the slender elements according to the present invention are straight/rectilinear (filiform) or planar/rectilinear (laminar), i.e. for at least 90% of their length tangent lines they form an angle lower than 5° with the axis (straight) or central plane (laminar) of the slender structure. The 90% length condition takes into account that the slender structures are real and not ideal members, and also that the ends of the slender structures may be distorted-deformed as consequence of their placement in the shock absorbing device of the present invention. Similarly, the condition that the angle between tangent lines and slender structures is lower than 5° takes into account departing form the ideal condition in which these members are perfectly straight or planar.

[0012] Also, even though the preferential solution envisions elements all made by straight slender structures, it is possible for few of them (less than 10%) to have nonlinear shape as per the definition above. Said fraction is preferably less than 5% and even more preferably less than 1%.

[0013] These considerations are due to and take into account that shock absorbing system according to the present invention may comprise, in some specific embodiments, a high number of straight or laminar slender structures, so it is possible that some of them depart from the ideal linearity condition as consequence of mounting within the system, but without compromising or significantly affecting the overall performance of the system.

[0014] As per above clarification, the slender elements in the shock absorbing system of the present invention are distinct elements that cooperatively achieve the technical effect of improved shock absorbing features, differently from the case of multi-strand cables that will be thereafter discussed with reference to the state of the art.

[0015] The overall configuration of the shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention is such that the straight and/or flat slender structures withstand compressive loads directed along their axes in the case of filiform or wire elements or parallel to their planes in the case of laminar or sheet elements.

[0016] Hence, the shock absorbing devices of the invention effectively exploit the so called "buckling effect" of straight or flat slender structures, i.e. their capability under compressive loads and impacts to have a transition from simple compression to bending, with consequent large deformation.

[0017] In mechanical science, buckling is a phenomenon due to instability, leading to a failure mode. Buckling defines a point where an equilibrium configuration becomes unstable under a parametric change of load and can manifest itself in several phenomena. Theoretically, buckling is caused by a bifurcation in the solution to the equations of static equilibrium. At a certain stage under an increasing load, further load is able to be sustained in one of two states of equilibrium. In the specific case of a straight structure subjected to compressive load, the equilibrium could theoretically be found in either a simple compression or a laterally-deformed state. Actually, the second state is largely the most probable one and it implies large deformations.

[0018] If the slender structures are made of a material capable to withstand large deformations, the absorbed energy radically increases. The present invention relies on an original layout of slender structures suitable to exploit this physical effect to a maximum extent, so as to be used for shock-absorbing assemblies and devices.

[0019] In view of the above explanation and of the depicted embodiments, it is also important to remark that the slender structures used in the shock absorbing devices of the present invention are single straight filiform elements and/or flat laminar element that may be adjacent to each other but are not intertwined, nor joined or twisted together.

[0020] Hence, slender structures such as e.g. ropes or multi-strand cables are explicitly outside the scope of the present invention, because they cannot support any compressive load, nor may they undergo buckling. These types of structures are described in the international patent publication WO 2013/042152 and the patent US 3360225 and rely on the specificity and strength of cable structures made up of a plurality of strand/wires used as active element for absorbing or damping shocks. It is to be underlined that in this case damping is achieved thanks to the friction among adjacent wires and not through deformations resulting from displacements as it happens according to the present invention.

[0021] As already outlined, the present invention is based on the use of straight and/or flat slender structures undergoing buckling during use. Prior art shock absorbing devices instead rely on non-straight or flat structures such as those described in the European patent application 2639476, US patent application 2009/0126288 and US patent application 2011/0031665, which clearly cannot undergo buckling deformations.

[0022] To further appreciate the difference between prior art shock absorbing devices and those according to the present invention, a comparative example is set forth in the following, wherein a prior art shock absorbing device (see
fig. 9) resembling the shock absorbing device disclosed by the European patent application 2639476 has been used.

In the present invention, the straight and/or flat slender structures are arranged so as to absorb the energy of impacts acting in a direction perpendicular to planes that are in turn perpendicular to the slender structures, e.g. in the case of straight filiform slender structures impact forces that are essentially directed along their axes. Slender structures in the form of flat laminar or sheet elements are preferred when a preferential collapse direction is needed, for example in the case of head supports in vehicle seats, configured to prevent lateral movements and displacement following an accident.

Slender structures in the form of straight filiform elements having a ratio equal to or higher than 10 between L and any transverse dimension are preferred in the case of soft holding elements, for example fabrics incorporating metallic wires.

Filiform elements may be tubular (i.e. their core is empty) or in the form of wires.

Shock-absorbing devices using slender metallic structures are e.g. disclosed in patent US 6530564, wherein slender metallic filiform elements in the form of wires have common contact points with the holding element. This configuration results in less performing shock-absorbing systems compared to the ones made according to the present invention, since they just rely on bending deformation rather than buckling.

A different type of absorbing structure for vibration damping is described in the international patent application WO 2010/053602, wherein spaced pillars of superelastic materials are disclosed as vibration absorbing devices for MEMS.

A schematic representation of a top view of a shock-absorbing device 10 according to the present invention is shown in Figure 1A, while a front view thereof is shown in Figure 1B.

In this embodiment the slender structures 12, 12’, 12”, ..., 12” are laminar elements all parallel to each other and respectively fixed at a first end thereof onto a first holding element 11 that forms a base of the shock-absorbing device 10. According to the invention, the mutual distance of slender elements of at least one pair of slender elements, e.g., elements 12, 12’, is equal to or lower than 0.75*L, wherein L indicates the length of the metallic slender elements measured with respect to their first ends.

The shock-absorbing device 10 may also comprise a second holding element connected to the slender metallic structures at second ends thereof opposite to their first ends. Figures 2A and 2B respectively show a top view and a front view of a shock-absorbing device 20 according to the invention, that similarly to the shock-absorbing device 10 of figures 1A and 1B comprises a base holding member and a plurality of parallel slender metallic structures fixed thereto. The shock-absorbing device 20 also comprises a second holding member 23 connected at the second ends of the slender metallic structures. As shown in figure 2A the second holding member 23 may be fixed to the slender metallic structures only partially, although the two holding elements are preferably sized so as to overlap each other.

An alternative interesting configuration for both these embodiments envisions the use of almost equally spaced and parallel slender structures, provided that their mutual distance is equal to or lower than 0.75*L.

It is important to remark that the structures schematically shown in the figures are ideal structures. In a real shock-absorbing device in fact the slender metallic structures may not be perfectly parallel to each other. According to the invention, the planes perpendicular to the slender metallic structures may also form an angle equal to or less than 20° without affecting the performance of the shock-absorbing device. Moreover, the above condition shall be true for at least 90% of the slender metallic structures, being it acceptable that a minor amount of them does not conform to the above condition.

A different embodiment 30 of a shock-absorbing device according to the present invention, using filiform slender metallic structures is schematically shown in the top view of figure 3A. According to this embodiment of the invention, the shock-absorbing device comprises two different types of filiform slender metallic structures. The differences between the slender metallic structures may concern their shape, e.g. cross section, diameter and the like, metallic material, or both. In this case onto first holding element 31 a plurality of slender metallic structures 32, 32’, 32”, 32”’, ..., 32”” having e.g. a circular cross section are fixed, while a metallic slender structure of a different type 33, e.g. having a square cross section, is arranged at a central part of the shock-absorbing device 30. The condition according to which at least two slender structures are arranged at a mutual distance equal to or lower than 0.75*L may be ensured by any one of the pairs formed by the slender metallic structure 33 and any one of its adjacent metallic slender structures 32, 32’, 32”, 32”’, ..., 32””.

A first variant of the shock-absorbing device 30 is a shock-absorbing device 300 whose front view is shown in figure 3B. The shock-absorbing device 300 comprises a second holding element 303 acting as upper holding element.

Another variant of the shock-absorbing device 30 is a shock-absorbing device 310 whose front view is shown in figure 3C. In this case, the metallic slender structures have different heights, the ones arranged in the central portion of the device being higher than those progressively arranged towards its periphery. The shock-absorbing device 310 further comprises a second holding element 313 fixed at the free ends of the slender metallic structures and having a dome shape.

Also in this case the majority, in particular 90% or higher, of the metallic filiform elements are substantially
parallel to each other, i.e. being them filiform elements in a tri-dimensional space, which means that their normal planes are parallel or form an angle equal to or lower than 20°.

0038 It is important to remark that the dimensions and dimensional ratios of the elements and structures shown in figures 3B and 3C have been altered for clarity purposes, and that the filiform slender metallic structures have a maximum width that is 1/10 or less that the filiform metallic structure height.

0039 The shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention do not require a specific holding element in terms of shape or structure. Figure 4 e.g. schematically shows a top view of a portion of a shock-absorbing device 40 comprising a base holding element in the form of an elongated strip 41 over which slender metallic structures 42, 42", 42", ..., 42" are fixed and aligned in one row. In the particular embodiment represented in figure 4, all the slender metallic structures are equal to each other and equally spaced, but as already described this is not a requirement for the invention. Figure 4A shows a schematic front view of a portion of shock-absorbing device 40. System 40 has been represented with only a base or lower holding element 41, but it may also comprise an upper holding element.

0040 In other words, the main function of the holding element is just to fix and hold the slender metallic structures and to ensure that the geometric conditions on the planes perpendicular to the slender metallic structure is satisfied.

0041 As shown in the front view of figure 5, the holding member 51 of a shock-absorbing device 50 according to the invention may even be not planar. Moreover, as already pointed out, it is acceptable that a percentage lower than 10% of the adjacent slender metallic structures does not respect the geometrical condition that their normal planes are mutually parallel or form an angle equal to or lower than 20°, such as e.g. in the case of the adjacent slender metallic structures 52, 52' shown in figure 5, due to the non-planar shape of the holding member 51.

0042 Figure 6 schematically shows a cross section of another embodiment of a shock-absorbing device 60 according to the present invention. In this case the shock-absorbing device has a spherical geometry, wherein the slender metallic structures 62, 62", ..., 62", are fixed onto a central holding element 61. The shock-absorbing device 60 shown in figure 6 may also comprise an outer holding element 63 connected at the opposite ends of the slender metallic structures 62, 62", ..., 62". Due to the spherical geometry of the shock-absorbing device 60, the slender metallic elements cannot be parallel and in this case at least 90% of them satisfy the condition that the planes perpendicular to adjacent slender metallic structures form angles equal to or lower than 20°.

0043 A possible way to fix the metallic slender structure onto the holding element is shown in figure 7, representing a partially broken view of a shock-absorbing device 70 according to the present invention. As shown in the figure slender metallic structures 72, 72' are inserted in a holding element 71 for a certain part of their length.

0044 In this case two main possibilities are envisioned to fix the slender metallic structures. In one case the holding element 71 comprises cavities that are larger than the slender metallic structures inserted therein. A gluing filler fills the cavities thus achieving a retaining function. This solution is preferred in case of rigid or hard holding elements acting as base/substrates. In the case of softer materials, such as for example fabrics, the slenderness of the structures allows to press them onto the holding element.

0045 In both cases, the terminal part of the slender structure enters into the holding structure preferably for at least 10% of the slender metallic structure L.

0046 Another possibility to fix the slender metallic structures onto the holding element is by means of slender structures embedded in a suitable filler that adheres to the holding element and keeps the slender metallic structures in position. In this case, provision of a pair of holding elements fixed at the opposite ends of the slender metallic structures is preferred, because they both contribute to contain the filler.

0047 In the case of soft holding elements the slender metallic structures may be embedded therein, e.g. by sewing starting from a continuous metallic wire, i.e. a metallic filiform slender structure, the sewing operation resulting in metallic slender structures satisfying the geometrical constrains and conditions of the present invention. A non-limiting example of an application for this type of shock-absorbing devices is for the manufacturing of reinforced car safety belts.

0048 As discussed above, all the shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention are characterized in that mutual distance between at least two slender metallic structures is equal to or lower than 0,75*L, wherein L is the length of the slender metallic structure. Such a distance is preferably lower than 0,25*L.

0049 Another alternative definition for a preferred subclass of shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention is by means of the density of the slender metallic structures per unit of area, defined as the ratio between the area occupied by the slender metallic structures and the overall surface area of the holding element of the shock-absorbing device on which the slender metallic structures are fixed. This ratio that shall be equal to or higher than 10^-4, preferably equal to or higher than 10^-3.

0050 Suitable materials for the manufacturing of the holding element or elements may be metallic, plastic, fabric or polymeric materials. The thickness of the holding element or elements is preferably equal to or higher than the diameter of the slender metallic structures when filiform structures are employed or their thickness when laminar or sheet structures are used, and more preferably equal to or higher than five times the diameter or thickness. As a general rule, the harder is the material of which the holding element or elements are made, the lower is their thickness. It will be understood that fabrics incorporating the slender metallic structures are not subject to these criteria.
[0051] The holding elements of the shock-absorbing device according to the invention may be made of the same or different materials and may have the same or different geometries.

[0052] Metallic materials particularly suitable to be used for the slender metallic structures are steels, harmonic steel as preferred, aluminum and its alloys, copper and its alloys, titanium and its alloys, magnesium and its alloys, nickel and its alloys.

[0053] Particularly useful for the manufacturing of the straight and/or flat slender metallic structures of the shock-absorbing devices of the invention is the use of smart metals. Smart metals comprise superelastic alloys and shape memory metals, the latter being also known in the field with the acronym "SMA". These materials are widely known in the field and e.g. described in the European patent EP0226826, which concerns superelastic and shape memory Ni-Ti alloys.

[0054] Although various composition of smart metals (SMA and superelastic) are known, the smart metals most used in the field are those based on Ni-Ti alloys, wherein nickel and titanium form at least 70 wt% of the alloy. The most common alloy comprises from 54 to 55.5% by weight of nickel, balance titanium (traces of other components are possible, typically their overall content being less than 1 wt%).

[0055] These alloys are usually fully characterized not only by their composition, but also by their behavior when subjected to a heating process (typically by supplying them with a controlled current), that causes their transition between the two stable phases (Austenite, Martensite). In particular As and Af are the start and finish temperature at which the Austenitic phase transformation starts, and Ms and Mf are instead the ones characterizing the Martensitic phase; more details and information on the behavior of alloys that undergo reversible austenitic-martensitic transformations, such as Nitinol, can be found in various publications, such as for example the US patent 4,067,752.

[0056] Also other useful alloys envision the addition of amounts of one or more other elements. In this regards other alloys appreciated in the field are Ni-Ti-Cu alloys, such as the alloys described in the US patent 4144057, or other Nitinol ternary alloys containing up to 10% of an additional element as described in the international patent application WO 2011/053737, in this regards particular preferred are Ni-Ti-Co and Ni-Ti-Cr alloys. The useful property of the SMA materials is that they revert to their original shape when subjected to a heating treatment, so in the shock-absorbing device according to the present invention they find two main ways of employment; they may restore the properties of the shock-absorbing device after it has been subjected to too many hits or to an excessive load, or they may be used as witness when used jointly with other materials, exhibiting higher elasticity, such as the superelastic ones.

[0057] In view of the above, there are some preferred configurations for the shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention.

[0058] A first preferred configuration envisions the use of at least 30% and more preferably of at least 90% of the metallic slender metallic structures made of a superelastic metal material. These shock-absorbing devices are the one exhibiting the highest resistance.

[0059] Another preferred configuration of the shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention envisions the presence of at least one shape memory slender metallic structure. This is particularly advantageous in the case of shock-absorbing devices comprising a high number of superelastic slender structure, since the shape memory element may be the sole witness that the system has undergone an impact. Heating of the shock-absorbing device can restore the shape of the shape memory filament, thus re-setting its functionality as impact sensor within the system.

[0060] Also advantageous are shock-absorbing devices using a mix of straight and/or flat slender structures made of different smart materials, in particular shock-absorbing devices comprising at least 30% of superelastic slender structures and 30% of shape memory slender structures or shock-absorbing devices wherein the majority of the slender metallic structures are made of shape memory materials.

[0061] The shape re-setting property of slender metallic structure made of shape memory metals may be used in two different ways. On the one hand the functionality of a shock-absorbing device may be restored by way of a controlled heating (for example by providing an electric current to the metallic slender elements) thus causing a deformed shape memory element to return to its original shape. On the other hand it is possible to tune the properties of the shock-absorbing device by controlling its temperature, e.g. by choosing slender metallic structure exhibiting a shape memory behavior rather than a superelastic behavior according to specific situations, uses, or applications.

[0062] As already outlined the preferred way to control the properties of the shape memory slender structures is by heating by supplying an electrical current. The current supply of the shock-absorbing device may advantageously be provided with a feedback control, typically on the SMA wire resistance.

[0063] The shock-absorbing device according to the present invention may also be used not only to protect the devices where they are installed, but also elements interacting with them. More specifically, they may be part of urban elements such as traffic lights, motorway guard rails, race track safety systems, in order to provide enhanced safety conditions in case of incidents.

[0064] An example of this structure and concept, using shock-absorbing device comprising controlled shape memory slender structures is schematically shown in the top view of Figure 11. In this case a system 110 includes a shock-absorbing device 111, which contains a holding element 1111 acting as base over which a plurality of metallic slender
structures are fixed. In the particular example shown in Figure 11, the shock-absorbing device comprises two different types of slender metallic structures respectively indicated by reference numerals 1112, 1112',...1112" and 1113, 1113', 1113". Slender metallic structures 1113, 1113', 1113" are made of a shape memory metal. It is remarked that figure 11 is a simplified scheme, and that element 111 may be more complex, or be the most relevant part (for the purpose of the present invention) of a bigger device. The shock-absorbing device 111 is connected to a controller 112 (not shown) capable of supplying a current I. The current intensity may be regulated as a function of one or more external inputs that may be of different type and nature. In the particular example shown in figure 11, there are three different types of sensors, a reconstructing scenario (i.e. a webcam) 113, a pressure/impact sensor 114, and a manually operated input 115. More or less elements may be present, and also the nature may be different, as already underlined the scheme of figure 11 is just an exemplary one.

[0065] Among other useful applications there are stretchers for injured persons, safety garments, safety belts, shock absorbers for home and industrial appliances, accessories for bikers, bumpers, stop buffers for closure systems, part of packages for fragile items or equipment.

[0066] Safety belts are not the sole possible placement/use within vehicles and transport systems where the shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention provides further advantages, for example they may be incorporated into elements, such as side doors, seats, and the like in order to increase safety in case of incidents.

[0067] Also, the shock-absorbing device according to the present invention may be installed into supporting systems or device, such as bearings.

[0068] The shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention may be part of other system and therefore may have additional elements or layers in contact with their holding element or elements. Moreover, in the final systems there may be more than one shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention, for example as sequence of superimposed systems where the first holding structure of one system is the second holding structure of the following one. In this case it may be particularly advantageous to couple systems to different impact resistance providing a kind of composite shock-absorbing device with layered/increasing protection.

[0069] The invention will be further described by means of the following non limiting examples.

Example 1

[0070] A series of shock-absorbing devices according to the present invention is prepared. All these systems have common geometric features as shown in Fig. 8. They are made up of two parallel metallic holding elements in the form of 70 x 18 mm plates made of aluminum with a thickness of 10 mm, these plates are spaced by means of 39 slender metallic structures disposed in three parallel rows. These elements are essentially parallel to each other and the minimal distance is 5 mm.

[0071] The slender metallic structures are in form of circular wires, with a diameter of 0.5 mm and a length of 30 mm, 5 mm is the length of the slender elements that enters into upper and lower holding elements, that therefore are spaced by 20 mm. The holding elements have 0.6 mm diameter holes to lodge the slender metallic structures; a cyanoacrylate glue has been used to fix and retain the slender metallic wires into the holding structure hole.

[0072] Four different samples of shock-absorbing devices are made, using a different metal for the slender structure, in particular:

Sample 1 (S1): Galvanized steel wires
Sample 2 (S2): Harmonic steel wires
Sample 3 (S3): Shape memory Nitinol wires (As: 90°C)
Sample 4 (S4): Superalastic Nitinol wires (As: -25°C)

[0073] The shock-absorbing devices have been tested in impact tests with Amsler pendulum, that allows to verify the energy absorbed in the impact as well as the resistance of the shock-absorbing devices. Samples 1, 2, 4 are subjected to multiple hits at the same energy (5 strokes) and then the energy is increased, starting from 0.325J up to 2,925J in steps of 0,325J. Only sample 4, has been also tested at 11,7 Joule.

[0074] Sample 3, comprising shape memory wires, has undergone to a sort of accelerated test and subjected to 2 hits per energy level, since after each hit on the Amsler machine it was subjected to a heating treatment to restore the wireslender structures original shape.

[0075] The tests for the various samples have been stopped when the shock-absorbing device lost their structural integrity, i.e. there was a significant variation in the holding element distance and/or the majority of the metallic wires lost their straight configuration; in case of sample 3, this correspond to the fact that the wires did not recover their shape, i.e. the shock-absorbing device was irreversibly damaged.

[0076] The results obtained are summarized in the table 1 reported below.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample ID</th>
<th>Number of Hits</th>
<th>Overall Energy (J)</th>
<th>Max hit Energy (J)</th>
<th>Total Absorbed Energy (J)</th>
<th>Absorbed Energy(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>50-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>85-95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>54.66</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>54.66</td>
<td>80-90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[0077] So each of the samples made according to the present invention present advantageous features with respect to standard shock-absorbing devices, in particular sample 1, although not capable to withstand higher or prolonged hits, have a very good energy absorbing feature, situation quite opposite with respect to sample 2.

[0078] Sample 3 (shape memory) and sample 4 (superalastic) have excellent features both in durability and energy absorption, therefore provide a further advantage as shock-absorbing devices. As already described, sample 3 require a heat restore treatment after each stroke.

Example 2

[0079] In this case sample 4 is compared in a different experiment to a shock-absorbing device made according to the prior art.

[0080] In particular the comparative structure C1 is made with the same type of elements of sample 4 (superalastic Nitonol), but the wires are connecting the holding elements are not straight but curved as shown in figure 9, therefore violating the condition on the parallelism of the planes normal to the metallic slender structure. Comparative example C1 is representative of the behavior of a shock-absorbing device as described in the above referenced US patent 6,530,564.

[0081] Sample S4 and C1 are subjected to a compressive test in a Chatillon TCD110 digital force tester, that allows to draw the Force-Stroke curve for the entire loading phase.

[0082] The results of the tests are shown in Figure 10, where on the x-axis there is the distance reduction between the two holding elements, expressed in mm, on the y-axis the force expressed in Newton.

[0083] The area of the hysteresis cycle represent the energy absorbed by the system, and it is immediately evident that sample S4 (thicker curve 1001) possesses by far superior characteristics with respect to comparative example C1 (curve 1002).

[0084] Moreover, sample S4 possesses another interesting feature, in particular it features a kind of threshold effect, the shock-absorbing device is very rigid and resistant during the initial compression, and then deforms and therefore absorbs the energy. This behavior is different and opposite to usual shock-absorbing device that increase their rigidity/resistance for increasing loads and is particularly appreciated in some applications, for example for injured person transportation systems such as stretcher or handbarrows.

Claims

1. A shock-absorbing device (10; 20; 30; 300; 310; 40; 50; 60; 111) comprising a first holding element (11; 31 41; 51; 61; 1111) and a plurality of slender metallic structures (12, 12’, 12”; 12”; 32, 32’, 32”; 33; 42, 42’, 42”; 42”; 52, 52”; 1112, 1112”, 1112”; 1113, 1113”, 1113”) having a first end and a second end, said slender metallic structures respectively having a slenderness ratio equal to or higher than 10, wherein the slender metallic structures are respectively fixed at their first ends to said first holding element, wherein the slender metallic structures are fixed at different points of said holding element, characterized in that:

- the mutual distance between the slender metallic structures of at least one pair of slender metallic structures (12, 12’; 32, 33; 42, 42’; 52, 52’; 62, 62’; 1112, 1113) is equal to or lower than 0.75 times their length L, said distance being measured with respect to their first ends,
- at least 90% of the planes perpendicular to adjacent slender structures are mutually parallel or form an angle equal to or lower than 20°,
- the slender metallic structures are flat laminar or sheet elements and/or straight filiform or wire elements,
and in that the slender metallic structures are arranged so as to absorb energy of impacts acting in a direction perpendicular to planes that are in turn perpendicular to the slender structures.

2. A shock-absorbing device according to claim 1, wherein the overall configuration of the device is such that the straight and/or flat slender structures are subjected, in use, to compressive loads directed along their axes in the case of filliform or wire elements or parallel to their planes in the case of lamellar or sheet elements.

3. A shock-absorbing device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the ratio between the area occupied by the slender metallic structures and the overall surface area of the holding element to which the slender metallic structures are fixed is equal to or higher than $10^{-4}$, preferably equal to or higher than $10^{-3}$.

4. A shock-absorbing device according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said length $L$ is comprised between 3 mm and 30 cm.

5. A shock-absorbing device according to any one of the previous claims, wherein said holding element is a planar-shaped element.

6. A shock-absorbing device according to claim 1, wherein said shock-absorbing device (60) has a spherical shape and said first holding element (61) is a central member thereof.

7. A shock-absorbing device according to any one of the previous claims, wherein second ends of said slender metallic structures opposite to their first ends are free ends.

8. A shock-absorbing device (20; 300; 310) according to any one of claims 1 to 6, further comprising a second holding element (23; 303; 313; 63) and wherein second ends of said slender metallic structures opposite to their first ends are fixed to said second holding element, said slender metallic structures being respectively fixed at different points of said second holding element.

9. A shock-absorbing device according to any one of the previous claims, wherein at least 30%, and preferably 90%, of the slender metallic structures are made of superelastic alloy.

10. A shock-absorbing device according to any of the previous claims, wherein at least one of the slender metallic structures is made of a shape memory metal.

11. A shock-absorbing device according to claim 10, wherein at least 30% of the slender structures are made of a shape memory metal.

12. A shock-absorbing device according to any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein at least 30% of the slender metallic structures are made of a superelastic alloy and at least 30% of the slender metallic structure are made of a shape memory metal.

13. A shock-absorbing device according to claim 1, wherein the first ends of the slender metallic structures extend into the holding element and are blocked therein.

14. A shock-absorbing device according to any of the previous claims, further comprising one or more elements external to the holding element.

15. A shock-absorbing device according to claim 14, further comprising a plurality of first holding elements layered onto each other, each of said first holding elements being fixed to a plurality of respective slender metallic structures.

16. A system comprising a shock-absorbing device according to claim 1.

17. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a closure system.

18. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a part or a component of a supporting element.

19. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a vehicle.
20. A system according to claim 19, wherein the shock-absorbing device is incorporated into a bumper of said vehicle.

21. A system according to claim 19, wherein the shock-absorbing device is incorporated into a safety belt of said vehicle.

22. A system according to claim 19, wherein the shock-absorbing device is incorporated into a seat of said vehicle.

23. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a transport system for injured person.

24. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a cloth.

25. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is home or industrial appliance.

26. A system according to claim 16, wherein the system is a package.

27. A method for operating a shock-absorbing device (1111) according to claim 10, said method comprising a step of supplying a controlled current (I) from a controller (112) to a slender metallic structure made of a shape memory material, wherein operation of said controller (112) is controlled based on external inputs of one or more sensors.

28. A method according to claim 27, wherein said external input is given by a pressure type sensor (116).

29. A method according to claim 27, wherein said external input is given by a visual or reconstructing scenario sensor (115).

30. A method according to claim 27, wherein said external input is given by a manually operated sensor (117).

Patentansprüche

1. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung (10; 20; 30; 300; 310; 40; 50; 60; 111), die ein erstes Halteelement (11; 31; 41; 51; 61; 1111) und eine Vielzahl dünner Metallstrukturen (12, 12'; 12", 12'; 12", 12'; 32, 32'; 32', 32'; 32, 32'; 33; 42, 42'; 42', 42'; 52, 52'; 1112, 1112', 1112", 1113, 1113', 1113") mit einem ersten und einem zweiten Ende umfasst, wobei diese dünnten Metallstrukturen jeweils ein Längenverhältnis von gleich oder größer als 10 besitzen, die dünnten Metallstrukturen jeweils mit dem ersten Ende an dem ersten Halteelement befestigt sind und die dünnten Metallstrukturen an verschiedenen Punkten an diesem Halteelement befestigt sind, **dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:**

- der Abstand zwischen den dünnten Metallstrukturen mindestens eines Paares aus dünnten Metallstrukturen (12, 12'; 32, 33; 42, 42'; 52, 52'; 62, 62'; 1112, 1113) dasselbe oder weniger als das 0,75-Fache ihrer Länge L beträgt, wobei dieser Abstand zwischen ihren ersten Enden gemessen wird,
- mindestens 90 % von den Flächen, die zu den einander benachbarten dünnen Strukturen senkrecht verlaufen, zueinander parallel stehen oder einen Winkel von gleich oder kleiner als 20° bilden und
- die dünnen Metallstrukturen flache lamellare oder Flächenelemente und/oder gerade fadenförmige oder Drahtelemente sind,

und dass die dünnen Metallstrukturen so angeordnet sind, dass sie die Energie von Stößen aufnehmen, die in einer Richtung wirken, die senkrecht zu den Flächen verläuft, die ihrerseits senkrecht zu den dünnen Strukturen stehen.

2. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die gesamte Gestaltung dieser Vorrichtung derart ist, dass bei Verwendung die geraden und/oder flachen dünnten Strukturen Kompressionslasten ausgesetzt sind, die entlang ihrer Achse bei fadenförmigen oder Drahtelementen oder parallel zu ihren Ebenen bei lamellaren oder Flächenelementen gerichtet sind.

3. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Verhältnis von der Fläche, die von den dünnen Metallstrukturen eingenommen wird, zur Gesamtfläche des Halteelements, an welchem die dünnen Metallstrukturen befestigt sind, $10^{-4}$ oder mehr und vorzugsweise $10^{-5}$ oder mehr beträgt.

4. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Länge L 3 mm bis 30 cm beträgt.
5. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei das Halteelement ein flaches Element ist.

6. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei diese Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung (60) kugelförmig ist und das erste Halteelement (61) ein mittiges Bauteil davon ist.

7. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei die den ersten Enden gegenüberliegenden zweiten Enden der dünnen Metallstrukturen freie Enden sind.

8. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung (20; 300; 310) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 6, die weiterhin ein zweites Halteelement (23; 303; 313; 63) umfasst, wobei die ihren ersten Enden gegenüberliegenden zweiten Enden der dünnen Metallstrukturen an dem zweiten Halteelement befestigt sind und diese dünnen Metallstrukturen jeweils an verschiedenen Punkten an diesem zweiten Halteelement befestigt sind.

9. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei mindestens 30 % und vorzugsweise 90 % der dünnen Metallstrukturen aus einer superelastischen Legierung hergestellt sind.

10. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, wobei mindestens eine der dünnen Metallstrukturen aus einem Formgedächtnismetall hergestellt ist.

11. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 10, wobei mindestens 30 % der dünnen Metallstrukturen aus einem Formgedächtnismetall hergestellt sind.

12. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wobei mindestens 30 % der dünnen Metallstrukturen aus einer superelastischen Legierung und mindestens 30 % der dünnen Metallstrukturen aus einem Formgedächtnismetall hergestellt sind.

13. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei die ersten Enden der dünnen Metallstrukturen bis in das Halteelement hineinreichen und darin arretiert sind.

14. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, die ferner ein oder mehrere Elemente umfasst, die sich außen an dem Halteelement befinden.

15. Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung nach Anspruch 14, die darüber hinaus eine Vielzahl übereinander geschichteter erster Halteelemente umfasst, wobei jedes dieser ersten Halteelemente an einer Vielzahl jeweiliger dünnener Metallstrukturen befestigt ist.


17. System nach Anspruch 16, wobei das System ein Schließsystem ist.

18. System nach Anspruch 16, wobei das System Bestandteil oder Komponente eines Trageelements ist.


22. System nach Anspruch 19, wobei die Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung in einen Sitz des Fahrzeugs eingebaut ist.

23. System nach Anspruch 16, wobei das System ein Transportsystem für eine verletzte Person ist.


25. System nach Anspruch 16, wobei das System privat oder industriell verwendet wird.

27. Verfahren zum Betätigen einer Schockdämpfungsvorrichtung (1111) nach Anspruch 10, das die Stufe des Leitens eines geregelten elektrischen Stroms (I) von einem Regler (112) zu einer aus einem Formgedächtnismaterial hergestellten dünnen Metallstruktur umfasst, wobei die Regelungstätigkeit des Reglers (112) auf äußeren Eingaben eines oder mehrerer Sensoren basiert.

28. Verfahren nach Anspruch 27, wobei die äußere Eingabe von einem Drucksensor (116) kommt.

29. Verfahren nach Anspruch 27, wobei die äußere Eingabe von einem visuellen oder einen Vorgang wiedergebenden Sensor (115) kommt.

30. Verfahren nach Anspruch 27, wobei die äußere Eingabe von einem manuell betätigten Sensor (117) kommt.

Revendications

1. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs (10 ; 20 ; 30 ; 300 ; 310 ; 40 ; 50 ; 60 ; 111) comprenant un premier élément de maintien (11 ; 31 41 ; 51 ; 61 ; 1111) et une pluralité de structures métalliques minces (12, 12', 12'', 12''', 32, 32', 32'', 33 ; 42, 42', 42'', 42''', 52, 52', 52'' ; 1112, 1112', 1112'', 1113, 1113', 1113'') dotées d’une première extrémité et d’une seconde extrémité, lesdites structures métalliques minces présentant respectivement un rapport d’élanement supérieur ou égal à 10, dans lequel les structures métalliques minces sont respectivement fixées au niveau de leurs premières extrémités audit premier élément de maintien, les structures métalliques minces étant fixées en différents points dudit élément de maintien, caractérisé en ce que :

- la distance mutuelle entre les structures métalliques minces d’au moins une paire de structures métalliques minces (12, 12' ; 32, 33 ; 42, 42' ; 52 ; 52', 52'' ; 1112, 1113) est inférieure ou égale à 0,75 fois leur longueur L, ladite distance étant mesurée par rapport à leurs premières extrémités,
- au moins 90 % des plans perpendiculaires aux structures minces adjacentes sont mutuellement parallèles ou forment un angle inférieur ou égal à 20°,
- les structures métalliques minces sont des éléments laminaires ou de feuille plats et/ou des éléments filiformes ou filaires droits,

et en ce que les structures métalliques minces sont agencées de manière à absorber l’énergie des impacts agissant dans une direction perpendiculaire aux plans qui sont à leur tour perpendiculaires aux structures minces.

2. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la configuration globale du dispositif est telle que les structures minces droites et/ou plates sont soumises, en utilisation, aux charges de compression dirigées le long de leurs axes, dans le cas d’éléments filiformes ou filaires, ou parallèles à leurs plans, dans le cas d’éléments laminaires ou de feuille.

3. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon l’une des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le rapport entre la zone occupée par les structures métalliques minces et la surface globale de l’élément de maintien sur lequel les structures métalliques minces sont fixées est supérieur ou égal à 10⁻⁴, de préférence supérieur ou égal à 10⁻⁵.

4. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ladite longueur L est comprise entre 3 mm et 30 cm.

5. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel ledit élément de maintien est un élément de forme plane.

6. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon la revendication 1, dans lequel ledit dispositif d’absorption de chocs (60) a une forme sphérique et ledit premier élément de maintien (61) est un membre central de celui-ci.

7. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel des secondes extrémités desdites structures métalliques minces opposées à leurs premières extrémités sont des extrémités libres.

8. Dispositif d’absorption de chocs (20 ; 300 ; 310) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 6, comprenant en
9. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel au moins 30 %, et de préférence 90 % des structures métalliques minces sont constituées d'alliage superélastique.

10. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel au moins une des structures métalliques minces est constituée d'un métal à mémoire de forme.

11. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon la revendication 10, dans lequel au moins 30 % des structures minces sont constituées d'un métal à mémoire de forme.

12. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel au moins 30 % des structures métalliques minces sont constituées d'un alliage superélastique et au moins 30 % des structures métalliques minces sont constituées d'un métal à mémoire de forme.

13. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les premières extrémités des structures métalliques minces s'étendent dans l'élément de maintien et y sont bloquées.

14. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon l'une des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre un ou plusieurs éléments externes à l'élément de maintien.

15. Dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon la revendication 14, comprenant en outre une pluralité de premiers éléments de maintien superposés les uns sur les autres, chacun desdits premiers éléments de maintien étant fixé sur une pluralité de structures métalliques minces correspondantes.

16. Système comprenant un dispositif d'absorption de chocs selon la revendication 1.

17. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un système de fermeture.

18. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est une pièce ou un composant d'un élément de support.

19. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un véhicule.

20. Système selon la revendication 19, dans lequel le dispositif d'absorption de chocs est incorporé dans un parechoc du dit véhicule.

21. Système selon la revendication 19, dans lequel le dispositif d'absorption de chocs est incorporé dans une ceinture de sécurité du dit véhicule.

22. Système selon la revendication 19, dans lequel le dispositif d'absorption de chocs est incorporé dans un siège du dit véhicule.

23. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un système de transport pour personne blessée.

24. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un vêtement.

25. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un appareil domestique ou industriel.

26. Système selon la revendication 16, dans lequel le système est un emballage.

27. Procédé pour faire fonctionner un dispositif d'absorption de chocs (1111) selon la revendication 10, dit procédé comprenant une étape consistant à fournir un courant contrôlé (I) d’un contrôleur (112) vers une structure métallique mince constituée d’un matériau à mémoire de forme, dans lequel le fonctionnement dit contrôleur (112) est commandé à partir des entrées externes d’un ou plusieurs capteurs.

28. Procédé selon la revendication 27, dans lequel ladite entrée externe est fournie par un capteur de type pression (118).
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29. Procédé selon la revendication 27, dans lequel ladite entrée externe est fournie par un capteur de scénario visuel ou reconstitué (115).

30. Procédé selon la revendication 27, dans lequel ladite entrée externe est fournie par un capteur à commande manuelle (117).
Fig. 8

Fig. 9: Comparative Example
**Fig. 10**

**Fig. 11**
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